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Present simple exercises elementary



Content Index Video: Present simply We use the current simple talk about repetitive actions or events, standing states or things that are always true. To learn more about this simple, read and listen to the conversation below. Can you give a few examples? Yes of course. We use the current
easy to talk about things that repeat every day, every week, every year, etc. I usually get up at 7 o'clock. During the week I have swimming practice on Mondays, I taekwondo Tuesdays and tennis Thursdays. We always go on weekends in summer. I understand. And you use words to
explain more also time. Yes, we often use adverb adverb meal frequency sometimes, often, usually or for other time expressions, such as Mondays, twice a week or in summer. What about permanent countries? What does that mean? Standing countries are situations or feelings that are
not temporary. I love him so much. Sophie works as a travel writer. They live in London. We also use the current simple general facts, for example, about science or geography. Thailand is really hot at this time of year. Snakes live on earth, in trees and in the water. So what do I need to
know about creating this simply? The main thing is that the third party in the singular shape ends -s or -es. It's about her, she or that. On Wednesdays, he watches black and white films in his movie club. He thinks chess is a sport! Okay, and other forms won't end with -s or -me? I watch TV
a lot. We think Coldplay is boring. What about issues and negatives? For most verbs we use the current verb do/does + subject + infinittive without having to create questions. Can you see him on Wednesdays then? Does Jack like sports? On the negatives we use the topic + do / no + no +
infinition without. Daisy and Jack didn't go out together much at the weekend. I don't think coldplay is boring. To return to the idea of permanent and temporary things about this sentence: Is your mom in Thailand this week? Isn't that temporary? Yes it is. That's a very good point. Generally,
we use the current simple permanent states and the current continuous temporary states, but some verbs are considered to be national verbs and are not usually used in a continuous way. And the verb is one of those verbs? Directly! So, even if the stay in Thailand is temporary, we use the
current simple with the verb to be. Here's another example: How is Daisy? Is she with you? But that's not the question form you've just told me about! Where is the do? Ah, no. The verb is different, and it is modal verbs, such as can. We look at verbs that separately because it is different
and very common. What are the other verbs of the country? We'll look at them when we look at Present Continuous. Any more questions? Yes, what the train leaves the 5 in the morning? Isn't that talking about the event of the future? Yes, it is, but it is also a repetited event. This is
sometimes referred to as the future of graphics. Okay, I have a math class a minute, so I have to go. Good motion graphics for future exploits! Bye! English grammar practice exercise, beginner/elementary level In this exercise you will practice verb forms, questions and negatives in this
simple. Follow the instructions Use the words in parentheses to complete the following: I work for the bank. I don't work for the bank. Do I work for a bank? You work for a bank. You don't work at the bank. Do you work for a bank? He works for the bank. He does not (not) work in the bank.
Does he work for the bank? She works for the bank. She does not (not) work in a bank. Does she work for the bank? It's raining a lot. It's not (not) rain. Does it rain a lot? We work in a bank. We don't work at the bank. Do we work for the bank? They work for the bank. They don't work at the
bank. Do they work for the bank? I work in London. I work in London. -ing form is not used in this simple. He works in London. He works in London. The third person he, she, it adds s. He works in London? Job he's in London? Does he work in London? Questions about a third party: no +
subject + infinition. All other persons: do + subject + infinition. He doesn't work in London. He's not working in London. Negatives in the third person: theme + not + infinition. All other persons: subject + not + infinition. We use the current simple expression of habits, facts, thoughts and
feelings. It is also used for repeated general notifications and actions. It is created with the basic form of the verb, except for the third-party singule where you need to add s. Keywords: often, always, never, every day, month,..., usually, sometimes, usually, rarely, rarely, when, Mondays,
Tuesdays,... I, TU + plural They go to school. I like oranges. We hate mint. You have a cold. Monkeys (= They) eat bananas. Bob and I (= We) go shopping. Jim and Carol (= They) sing the song. He, SHE, IT + S He wants ice cream. She loves hot dogs. It drinks milk. Dog (= It) hates cats.
Ann (= She) hates chewing gum. Bob (= He) speaks English. My mother likes to sing. NOTE: - I'm following - s / - ch / - sh Examples: passes - watches - finishes - ies if there is a co-enary before y Examples: study - studies / carry - perform, but play - play do - not / go - go / is - is NOT (not)
+ VERB They do not go to school. I don't like oranges. We don't hate mint. You don't have a cold. Monkeys don't eat snakes. Bob and I don't go shopping. Jim and Carol don't sing the song. DOESN'T (don't) + VERB He doesn't want ice cream. She doesn't like hot dogs. It does not drink
milk. The dog hates cats. Ann doesn't hate chewing gum. Bob doesn't speak German. BE, VAR, --&gt; VERB + NOT they are not (not) at home. Boys are not (not) in the park. I'm not (I'm) hungry. We can't (can't/can't) swim. I can't (should) go out. My brothers can't dance. VERB + NOT she
is not (not) in school. It's not (not) hungry. He can't (can't/can't) sing. Susan is not (not) angry. Present Simple Questions Exercises Present Simple - Exercise 1Present Simple - Exercise 2Present Simple - Exercise 3Present Simple - Exercise 4Present Simple - Exercise 5Present Simple -
Exercise 6Present Simple Negation - Exercise 1 - Full Verbs and Shapes, Which IsPrezibs Simple Denial - Exercise 2 - None/Not+ verbPresent Simple Denial - Exercise 3 - Full Verbs, shapes that, canPresent simple denial - Exercise 4 - full verbs, forms that can bepresied simple denial -
Exercise 5 - fill no or noPresent simple denial - Exercise 6 - change the positive sentences Present simple - grammar test Next Here is a task where you need to make this simple positive. Click here to review how to make this simple tense. Click here to download this task PDF (with
answers) Click here for more present simple exercises don't forget 's'! Need more practice? Get more perfect english grammar with our courses. Jump to Simple Present Explanation Practice with These Simple Present Exercises: Simple Present Exercises: Simple Present Exercise 01
Simple Present Exercise 02 Simple Present Exercise 03 Simple Present Exercise 04 Simple Present Exercise 04 Present Simple Exercise 05 Simple Present Exercise 06 Simple Present Exercise 07 Click Here to Step-by-Step Rules, Stories and Exercises to Practice All English Tenses 01 |
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